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General Principles of Human & Machine Learning

https://hmc-lab.com/GPHML.html


● Is it a monolithic concept or composed of different heterogeneous capabilities?
a. Does a single cellular organism learn?
b. Does a tomato plant learn?
c. Does meteorological system learn (e.g., to cope with climate change)
d. Does a “smart” mattress learn the shape of your hand? 

1. What is learning? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8GCJq-HQbyk


Learning as …

● Information processing
○ Does a calculator learn?

● Knowledge acquisition
○ Beware of homunculi. 

● Search:
○ For questions or for answers? 
○ Does a heat seeking missile learn the position of target?
○ Is evolution a learning algorithm?

● Inference/prediction
○ “Learning, in its most basic form can be seen as the process by which we become able to use past and 

current events to predict what the future holds” (Niv & Schoenbaum, 2008)
■ How accurate is this statement? 
■ How would you amend this definition?



Inference

● Logical (symbolic)
● Probabilistic (Bayesian)



2. Biology vs. Machine

● What aspects of learning do we expect to be the same across biological and artificial systems? What do we 
expect to be different?

Babbage’s Turing-complete “analytical engine”



2. Biology vs. Machine

○ What are fundamental differences between how biological and artificial systems learn? How is the 
learning problem different?

■ E.g., differences in access to data, different computational constraints, costs of errors, etc…
○ How is the learning problem the same?

■ Stochasticity
■ Partial observability
■ The need for generalization



2. Biology vs. Machine

1. What can the study of biological intelligence inform us about artificial systems?
○ E.g., design principles, resource rationality, heuristics, embodiment

2.  What can artificial intelligence teach us about biological intelligence?
○ E.g., as a comparison to a rational model, as an instantiation of a theory (components XY are necessary 

and sufficient to generate behavior Z)



2. Biology vs. Machine

What have we learned about artificial intelligence from studying the brain? Gershman 2023

Convergence Heuristic: 

“If engineers propose an algorithm and neuroscientists find evidence for it in the brain, it is a pretty good clue that 
the algorithm is on the right track…This convergence heuristic is consistent with current computational 
neuroscience practice, where AI has historically provided a fund of ideas for biological theories. It is also consistent 
with current AI practice, where researchers are primarily looking for directional signals from neuroscience…rather 
than specific algorithms.”

https://gershmanlab.com/pubs/NeuroAI_critique.pdf


3. Marr’s Levels
Another Example: Emotions
From: Algorithms for survival: a comparative perspective on 
emotions (Bach & Dayan 2017)

Key Idea: 
● Multiple realizability at each level

https://www.nature.com/articles/nrn.2017.35
https://www.nature.com/articles/nrn.2017.35


● Link to digital brainstorming whiteboard

https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVMRngl3o=/?share_link_id=51884510824

